Abstract: This paper studies the relative entropy and its square root as distance measures of neighboring video frames for video key frame extraction. We develop a novel approach handling both common and wavelet video sequences, in which the extreme Studentized deviate test is exploited to identify shot boundaries for segmenting a video sequence into shots. Then, video shots can be divided into different sub-shots, according to whether the video content change is large or not, and key frames are extracted from sub-shots. The proposed technique is general, effective and efficient to deal with video sequences of any kind. Our new approach can offer optional additional multiscale summarizations of video data, achieving a balance between having more details and maintaining less redundancy. Extensive experimental results show that the new scheme obtains very encouraging results in video key frame extraction, in terms of both objective evaluation metrics and subjective visual perception.
Introduction
In the era of big data, digital video plays an increasingly significant role in many engineering fields and in people's daily lives [1] . This means that a good and quick way to obtain useful information from video sequences of various kinds is largely needed in practical applications, such as fast video browsing [2] , human motion analysis [3] , and so on. It is widely accepted that video key frame selection is very important to this issue [4] . Generally, the key frames extracted from a video sequence are of a small number, but can represent most of the video content; thus, key frame extraction is a reasonable and quick abstraction to reflect the original video information [5, 6] .
In general, due to its fast running and easy implementation, shot-based key frame extraction is probably the most used framework for video summarization in practice [5, 7, 8] . Needless to say, dealing with video data of any kind is valuable for real applications [9, 10] . Notably, information theory tools, which are good at the management of "abstract and general information" embedded in video sequences, are very fit for being deployed in extracting key frames, as has been certified by previous works [11] [12] [13] [14] . Furthermore, wavelet video sequences are popularly used in actual application scenarios [15] , and performing key frame selection on wavelet videos directly is
Related Work
A vast amount of work has been done on the key frame selection algorithms in the past; the reader can consult the two survey works [5, 6] for more details. Generally, shot-based key frame selection methods are the main option for practical use, due to their simple mechanism and good running efficiency [8, 19] . It is worth pointing out that the distance between video frames plays a vital role in shot-based video key frame extraction [20] . Additionally, let us remark that information theoretic measures are general enough to be particularly suitable as distance metrics of video frames for key frame selection on video sequences of any kind [9, 10] , as has been demonstrated by some typical attempts [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Mentzelopoulos et al. [11] present a scheme that uses the classical Shannon entropy for the probability histogram of intensities of the video frame. The entropy difference (ED), which is the distance between the Shannon entropies of neighboring video frames, is computed and accumulated in the sequential processing of video frames. A key frame is obtained when the accumulation value of sequential EDs is large enough. This method is simple and efficient. However, the key frames generated are not distributed very well to represent the video content.Cerneková et al. [12] exploit the mutual information (MI) to measure the content change between video frames. Then, shot boundaries and also the key frames within a shot are obtained according to whether the video content change is large or not. This scheme can have very encouraging results. Unfortunately, it is necessary for MI to calculate the joint probability distribution of two image intensities. If the video content changes largely, for instance a significant object motion occurs, then the sparse distribution of joint probability causes an incorrect estimation of MI, decreasing the performance of key frame extraction. Interestingly enough, Omidyeganeh et al. [13] utilize the generalized Gaussian density (GGD)-based approximation to greatly compress the pure finer-scale wavelet coefficients of video frames and use the Kullback-Leibler divergence on these compressed frames to obtain the frame-by-frame distance for identifying the shot and sub-shot (where the word "cluster" is used in their paper) boundaries. A key frame is obtained for each sub-shot, being as similar as possible to the images in this sub-shot and, at the same time, as dissimilar as possible to the video frames outside. It ought to be indicated that, although the Kullback-Leibler divergence is the same as the RE, as called in this paper, our proposed technique is significantly different from the method presented in [13] . First, we utilize the coarsest wavelet coefficients for shot division and the finest scale coefficients for sub-shot detection, while the scheme in [13] only applies the finer scale coefficients for the partitioning of both shot and sub-shot. In fact, the only use of the finer scale coefficients is not enough for shot detection, as has been pointed out in Section 1. Second, the adoption of the very large compression of the wavelet coefficients with GGD in [13] worsens the overall performance of the key frame selection. On the other hand, our proposed method does not rely on the compressed wavelet coefficients and achieves better key frame results. Third, the efficiency of the technique in [13] is very low because each key frame candidate has to be compared to all of the video images of the entire video, in contrast to our mechanism of obtaining key frames, which can result in much faster outputs.
Good results on key frame selection based on entropy-based Jensen divergence measures are achieved in [14] . The entropic index free Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) works very well for key frame extraction [14] . It is important to emphasize that the Jensen-Rényi divergence (JRD) and Jensen-Tsallis divergence (JTD) have been also employed in [14] . It is true that JRD and JTD can achieve better performance than JSD, but, for the sake of investigating the use of the generalized entropies, such as Rényi and Tsallis, in the real key frame selection tasks, the optimum values for the entropic index for different video sequences are varied [14] . As a result, it is very difficult for users to easily have a good entropic index well applied for all of the videos from the perspective of doing key frame selection. This kind of practical difficulty makes the generalized entropies little useable in real applications (see an example on document processing [21] ). In this paper, our attempt focuses more on the execution efficiency. After observing that JSD can be actually considered as an average of two versions of RE [17] , we aim to investigate RE and especially SRRE for video key frame selection. Moreover, compared to our previous work [14] , this paper proposes six extended improvements, introduced in Section 1.
Proposed Approach for Key Frame Selection
Basically, the core computational mechanism of our proposed novel approach for key frame selection is that a video sequence is firstly divided into a sequence of shots by utilizing the ESD test [18] , and then, each shot is further segmented into several sub-shots. Within each sub-shot, we select one key frame by different manners according to whether the video content changes largely or not. We are going to focus on studying the key frame selection performance of the proposed approach based on RE and SRRE as the important distance measures for video frames (see Section 3.1). The entire procedure of our key frame extraction algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 , and further details can be seen in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. The multiscale summarization, which can be an optional additional part of our proposed approach, is explained in Section 4.
Generally, many key frame selection literature works deal with the common video sequence in which the video frame is organized by pixel values [22] . Actually, in practical applications, wavelet video sequences can be directly obtained and used from wavelet-based compressed data [23] , such as the widely-used discrete wavelet transformation coefficients [15] , which can significantly reduce the data volume and simultaneously retain most of the original information. Thus, we extend our approach to run on wavelet video sequences. In this case, we propose a new design for choosing a key frame from the sub-shot with a large content change, as explained in Section 3.4. An overview of our proposed key frame extraction method. Here, the red dotted line, the blue dotted line and the bold black point indicate the shot boundary, sub-shot boundary and key frame, respectively. RE, relative entropy; SRRE, square root of RE; ESD, extreme Studentized deviate.
Distance Measure
The proposed key frame selection technique utilizes relative entropy (RE), which is indeed one of the best known distance measures between probability distributions from the perspective of information theory [17] , to calculate the distance of neighboring video frames to partition a video sequence. As a matter of fact, the valid application of RE has been reliably verified in mathematics and in quite many engineering fields, such as neural information processing [24] , due to its theoretical and computational advantages [25] . It is noted that a widely-used information theoretic measure, namely the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) [26] , has been demonstrated to evaluate the distance between video images well for selecting key frames [14] . Importantly, two REs are summed to make the average to obtain the JSD [26] , and as a result, the distance between video frames calculated by RE is faster than that by JSD. The main motivation of this paper is to take advantage of the classical RE to run the key frame extraction on video sequences of any kind fast enough and meanwhile with few memory costs. Additionally, in this case, the proposed technique can be easily and effectively used for common consumers, for example meeting the requirement of being used on mobile computing platforms.
We adopt RE to measure the distance between the i-th and (i + 1)-th frames, f i and f i+1 ,
Here, p i = {p i (1) , p i (2) , . . . , p i (m)} is the probability distribution function (PDF) of f i , using the normalized intensity histogram with m bins (m = 256). Note that the distance between the two adjacent frames is, in our case, the sum value of the three RGB channels. Additionally, considering that the square root function can "emphasize" the distance between video frames with little content change to have a better ability for recognizing the differences between these small distances, as illustrated in Figure 2 , we also propose to utilize the square root of RE, denoted by SRRE, as a distance measure for key frame selection: Figure 2 . The square root function on RE "amplifies" the distance between Frames #492 and #493, where the content changes little.
Notice that, in fact, SRRE has been successfully used as the distance measure between two probability distributions in the field of statistics by Yang and Barron [27] .
Particularly, for the sake of convenient testing, we use Haar transformation (four levels) on common videos as wavelet sequences used in our paper. Given a frame, coefficients in each wavelet transform sub-band of each transformation level are used to build up a PDF (here, the bin number is 10). For each transformation level, the RE or SRRE distance between the two corresponding sub-bands of two adjacent frames is first obtained; then, the sum of all of these distances in all of the levels is taken as the RE or SRRE distance between two frames. It is important to point out that we utilize the coarsest scale coefficients, which embody the basic information of video images, to perform shot detection (Section 3.2). Since the finest scale coefficients mainly describe the details of video frames, we apply them for sub-shot identification (Section 3.3). Notably, the respective uses of two kinds of wavelet coefficients help reduce the computational complexity.
Shot Boundary Detection
Given a video sequence with n f frames, we first need to find the shot boundaries, each of which indicates a huge difference between two adjacent frames, so as to segment the video stream completely into shots without overlapping. To achieve this goal, we employ the distance ratio, which is the quotient between frame distance and neighbor average, and that has been shown to effectively present the difference of video images [14] . Thus, we firstly obtain the distance ratios for all of the frames of a video sequence. Outliers of these ratios can be considered as possible shot boundaries. Considering that the distance ratios follow a Gaussian distribution, as widely accepted in video summarization works [28] , we make use of the powerful ESD test [18] to detect shot boundaries. The ESD test, which is a recursive generalization of the statistical Grubbs test [29] , is usually used to detect more than one outlier [18] .
Concretely, we compute the distance d between each two adjacent frames by RE Equation (1) or SRRE Equation (2) to obtain a distance ratio for each frame. The distance ratio of the i-th frame is defined as:
where ω is a temporal window containing ω continuous adjacent frames around f i (how to obtain the value of ω will be explained in the next paragraph). Here:
is the neighbor average. Then, the ESD test [18] is utilized to detect the outliers with n degrees of freedom and significance level α:
whereδ and σ are the mean value and standard deviation of the corresponding testing distance ratios, respectively. t α/n,n−2 represents the critical value of a t-distribution with a level of significance of α/n. In this paper, the degrees of freedom and significance level are respectively set as n = 100 and α = 0.005, as commonly used for the ESD and Grubbs tests [30] . Obviously, some outliers are possibly wrongly identified, since the ESD test is a probabilistic tool, and the confidence level cannot be absolutely 100%. Therefore, we propose an effective correction strategy to remove wrong outliers by an adaptive threshold λ. If and only if the distance ratio corresponding to an outlier is not lower than λ, then this ratio reflects a true outlier and indicates a valid shot boundary. To determine an appropriate λ, we make use of a regression procedure [31] to operate on the maximum and minimum distance ratios, corresponding to different window sizes, for all of the valid shot boundaries of extensive test video sequences (see Figure 3 as an illustration). Considering that a standard frame rate of a video is 24 frames per second, which means there are generally 24 frames between two shots, as suggested in the literature [32] , here, the window size ω takes the odd numbers in [3, 23] . First, we obtain the global maximum and minimum distance ratios, denoted by A = {a ω } and B = {b ω } respectively, for different window sizes. Additionally, an average of A and B, C = {(a i + b i )/2}, is computed. Then, a second-order polynomial regression method [31] is used to fit the upper bound of λ based on A and C. Similarly, we obtain the lower bound based on B and C. Finally, in this paper, we use λ ∈ −0.005ω 2 + 0.17ω + 1.25, −0.005ω 2 + 0.2ω + 1. 35 . Notably, with larger ω, as a whole, the wrong outliers by the ESD test become more, as demonstrated in Figure 4 , and also, the computational cost for shot detection grows higher (see Equation (4) 
Sub-Shot Location
There may also exist a big content change within a video shot; thus, it is necessary to partition the shot into smaller sub-shots considering the possible object/camera motion [33] . For a given shot, we calculate the gradient of distance on the window of f i by:
and then, we make use of an average of the normalized ∆( f i ),
for sub-shot detection. Here, ∆ max is the maximum gradient within a shot under consideration. If ∆ ω ( f i ) is larger than a preset threshold ∆ * ω (∆ * ω = 0.5 in this paper), then we deem that there is a big enough content change at the i-th frame, namely the shot ought to be divided around f i . Two frames, with zero-approaching ∆ ω (), temporally before and after f i ,
ω , for all j<i in this shot} (8) and: f a f ter i
ω , for all j>i in this shot} (9) are respectively located to be as the beginning and ending borders of the sub-shot based on f i , and this sub-shot has the large content change. Here, ∇ * ω is a predefined threshold (∇ * ω = 0.05 in this paper). As a result, a shot is segmented into consecutive sub-shots based on all of the borders of the sub-shots possessing large content variations. Notice that the shots with small content changes do not need the further subdivision and are regarded as single sub-shots.
Key Frame Selection
As for the final key frame selection within each sub-shot, we propose two different methods according to the size of the content change. In a sub-shot, it may have either a large content change or not. For the former case, we select the frame that minimizes the sum distance between it and all of the others as the key frame. Additionally, for the second case, we simply choose the center frame.
In particular, for a wavelet video sequence, we propose a new manner to obtain the key frame of a sub-shot with a large content change. Considering that the distance of video frames is computed based on the finest scale wavelet coefficients and accordingly is an approximated calculation, the distance between directly adjacent frames is taken to reduce error in the obtention of key frames. Given such a sub-shot, beginning from f τ and ending at f τ+m , we firstly obtain all of the RE or SRRE distances between each of two consecutive frames,
, f τ+m )}, and then, the key frame f key is determined as the frame that minimizes the difference between d f key , f key+1 and the average of all of the RE or SRRE distances:
Multiscale Video Summarizations
Undoubtedly, achieving a set of compact key frames is important, and removing the redundant similar key frames can be used for this purpose [7] . However, a few redundancies may provide richer information on the video context, such as the duration of an important event, to help understand the video content more effectively. As an example, some redundancy of key frames can largely speed up the location of a specific video scene [34] . Considering this, we propose to offer the video key frames with different levels of detail, the so-called multiscale summarizations.
For each shot with more than one key frame, the distances between every two key frames are computed by RE Equation (1) or SRRE Equation (2), and then, the two with minimum distance are merged until only one key frame in this shot is left. Here, the merging rule, which is simple, but effective enough, is to remove the temporally latter key frame in the sequence. Then, for all of the key frames left, each of which corresponds to a shot, a similar merging procedure is used repeatedly, and finally, only one key frame is left for a video sequence. More concretely, given a video sequence V, we obtain its multiscale summarizations, K = K i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N), by using a hierarchical merging scheme, as shown in Algorithm 1. Here, K i represents the key frames at the i-th scale, and V ⊃ K 1 ⊃ K 2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ K N . K 1 is generated by the proposed key frame extraction method, and K N contains only one key frame. All of the multiscale summarizations are obtained, and in this case, users can understand the video content very well by observing the overview and details at different scales.
Algorithm 1: Hierarchical merging scheme for obtaining multiscale summarizations. Calculate distances between every two key frames in K i by RE (1) or SRRE (2); Merge two key frames with minimum distance (suppose the temporally second key frame merged is in the k-th shot);
Notice that our hierarchical merging uses two treatments to make the procedure efficient, which is quite meaningful when a video sequence is long. First, if there exists a shot having more than one key frame, the distance calculations are limited to the key frames from the same shot, since the distance between the key frames from the same shot must be smaller than that from different shots. Second, when merging two key frames, we remove the temporally latter one to directly reduce the redundancy. Figure 5 exhibits the key frames at some scales extracted from a test video. The shot boundaries of this video are Frames [#51, #99, #193, #231, #276, #309, #332, #354, #375, #397, #423, #467, #556, #604, #651, #722, #751]. At Scale 19, only one key frame is used to cover the most abstract information of the video content, which can be used, for example, as an icon to search a video from a video library quickly. The key frames at Scale 4 are dissimilar to each other as much as possible and concisely cover the original content of the video sequence very well. At Scale 3, there is only one key frame left for each shot, which represents the video content for all of the shots very well. Compared to Scale 4, the results at Scale 3 have somewhat of a redundancy since the key frames, #628 and #687, of two adjacent shots are similar, but this gives a useful cue/hint of the moving object. Scale 2 has more key frames and provides more information than Scale 3. For example, Scale 3 only outputs the frame #196 in a shot, but Scale 2 provides an additional frame, #206. Apparently, these two frames at Scale 2 can represent an activity more clearly. Besides, Frames #561 and #570 in the same shot at Scale 2 show more of the camera zooming in than by a single frame, #561, at Scale 3. Furthermore, Scale 1 possesses more "repetitive" similar video frames in the same shots than other scales, resulting in a better depiction of the shot content changes. This is obviously exemplified by the comparison between the frames #561, #570, #589 at Scale 1 and #561, #570 at Scale 2. Consequently, although the redundancy of the key frames is traditionally regarded as a performance degradation of the video abstraction, the multiscale outputs of the key frames with some redundancy suggest a balance between providing more video information and reducing similar frames. This gives an opportunity for efficient and effective understanding of the video sequence. 
Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, we present extensive tests on different characteristics of videos for the purpose of evaluating the performance of our proposed algorithm for key frame selection. All of the experiments are conducted on a Windows PC with Intel Core i3 CPU at 2.10 GHz and with 8 GB RAM. Notice that, in order to reduce the possible perturbations and noise, all of the key frame and runtime results are the average of five independent experiments.
A Performance Comparison Based on Common Test Videos
For the sake of a fair benchmark, we consider the methods using information theoretic distance measures in the shot-based computing mechanism. The RE-and SRRE-driven methods are firstly compared to the proposed algorithm using JSD, the approaches based on GGD [13] and MI [12] , on the common video sequences. In addition, the algorithm applying the most classical Shannon entropy, namely the so-called ED [11] , is introduced for this kind of comparison. All of the parameters associated with the comparing approaches are carefully determined by the trial and error method [35] based on extensive experiments to achieve the best possible performances, and simultaneously, the numbers of key frames issued by different methods are controlled to be as equal as possible. That is, the procedure of parameter tuning here can be considered as being split into training and testing steps, and all of the video sequences used are taken both as training and testing sets.
In tests, the video clips are composed of various contents. Namely, the videos may contain significant object and camera motions or not; they may have the camera moving, such as zooming, tilting and panning; also, they may have a fade in or out, a wipe and a dissolve as gradual transitions. These test videos are provided by "The Open Video Project database" [36] . Table 1 lists the main information on the 46 test video sequences; for convenient use, we rename all of these videos as 1-46. Two commonly-adopted criteria, video sampling error (VSE) [37] and fidelity (FID) [38, 39] , are applied to evaluate the quality of key frames for representing the original video by different key frame extraction approaches. Notice that we obtain the similarity between two images for calculating VSE and FID according to the second model explained in [40] . This model defines an image as the combination of the average, the standard deviation and the third root of the skewness of the pixel values. In addition, we carry out formal subjective experiments to evaluate the performances by all of the key frame selection algorithms. In this paper, we invite ten totally irrelevant students as referees to conduct a user study by giving ratings on different approaches. The referees are independent during the procedure and are asked to give performance evaluations of all of the methods with the score between one and five. Two major criteria provided for these referees to rank the quality of the key frames are: (1) good coverage of the whole video contents; (2) little redundancy between key frames. The final result is the average on all of the scores of ten referees.
As illustrated by the objective and subjective evaluations respectively shown in Figures 6 and 7 and the average (Avg) and standard error (SE) on the objective and subjective results separately presented in Tables 2 and 3 , RE-and SRRE-based methods perform very close to the JSD-driven scheme, and furthermore, RE and SRRE behave better than JSD on some test videos. In addition, our method using RE and SRRE behaves largely better than the algorithms using ED, GGD and MI, and we analyze the reasons as follows. The coverage of the video content by the ED-based method is not satisfactory due to its computational logic. This method uses the accumulation of the differences of the adjacent video frames. If the video content changes are not evenly distributed over the whole sequence, the key frames by this method cannot cover the content well. The GGD-based technique just considers the finer scale coefficients to measure the distance between adjacent video frames, leading to the inaccuracy of shot detection, especially when the video includes rich content changes. As for the MI-based algorithm, the joint probability distribution needed by MI is sparse if large video content changes occur; then in this case, the distance between video images cannot be estimated satisfactorily. Especially, the proposed approaches using RE and SRRE run faster than the JSD-based technique. Notably, for example, on average, both RE-and SRRE-based methods use six seconds for extracting one key frame from 250 video images, while in this case, the JSD-driven scheme costs eight seconds, and we think this is because JSD needs more time to compute twice the KLD distance when measuring the distance between two frames. Surely, parallelism can be used for the computation of JSD, but unfortunately, the implementation complexity and some additional computational costs for parallelization limit its practical use, particularly considering that the purpose of the proposed technique is to do key frame selection on consumer computing platforms. The execution of other approaches for comparison is several times lower than the proposed technique. Runtime consumptions (in seconds) by different techniques are shown in Figure 8 , and the average (Avg) and standard error (SE) on these runtime results are detailed in Table 4 . Figure 9 presents the memory usage (in KB) by different methods, and Table 4 also lists the corresponding average (Avg) and standard error (SE) results. The memory cost by the JSD-based scheme is larger than those by the new algorithms using RE and SRRE, and the memory usage resulting from the approaches using ED, MI and GGD is much higher than that by the proposed technique. Visual results are compatible with the objective evaluations mentioned above, and Figure 10 gives such an example. It is obviously observable that the key frames obtained by the RE-, SRRE-and JSD-based methods can all represent and cover the original video very well. The visual appearance of the key frames by SRRE is better than that of the RE and JSD outputs, since both RE and JSD produce little repetition of similar key frames. This is exactly because the square root function can better handle the small distance between video images with small content changes. Apparently, the first frame, #19, and the last frame, #535, by the ED-based method cannot be the representatives of the video content. The GGD-based scheme performs unsatisfactorily; for example, the last key frame, #535, does not give the correct representation of the video content. The key frames selected by the algorithm based on MI include unnecessary redundancies, missing some information of the original video.
It should be pointed out that both the proposed RE-/SRRE-driven technique and our JSD-based previous work make use of the same computational logic, namely the shot/sub-shot division, for key frame extraction, because this is for dealing with video sequences of any kind in a simple, but effective way to make our underlying operational mechanism general enough. Please notice that, at first sight, RE/SRRE and JSD act as the distance measure of video frames in the same framework, but in spirit, our approaches respectively based on RE/SRRE and JSD do have significant distinctions from the point of view of algorithmic robustness. In reality, besides the reduced execution complexity by the utilization of RE and SRRE, the proposed key frame selection technique, compared to our previous method using JSD, largely improves its algorithm robustness and, thus, its practical usability for common users. To sum up, the proposed method achieves several important improvements, including the utilization of the extreme Studentized deviate (ESD) test and a corresponding adaptive correction for shot detection, smart ways for identifying sub-shots for both common and wavelet videos and multiscale video summarization for better presenting the video contents. These improvements have been detailed in Section 1.
A Performance Analysis on the Use of the Square Root Function
As shown in Figure 11 and Table 5 , our proposed method using RE and SRRE performs almost the same in most test videos; whereas, for the video sequences with small content changes, the technique based on SRRE behaves more satisfactorily. This is because the square root "highlights" the distance between the video frames where the content changes by a small quantity. For example, the cloud moving can be clearly provided by the two frames #1097 and #1127 in Figure 12c by SRRE, but this is not supplied by RE. In addition, the frames #640 and #879 in Figure 13c by SRRE distinctly represent two different consecutive scenes, while an unsatisfactory overlapping of the two scenes appears in the results by RE. Figure 11 and Table 5 demonstrate that our method using RE and SRRE obtains reasonable key frames for common videos. Furthermore, as for the gradual transitions, both the RE-and SRRE-based algorithms perform better on wavelet video sequences than on common videos. For example, the last three frames in Figure 14b obtained from the common video exhibit an unsatisfactory redundancy for the gradual transition; whereas, for the wavelet video, the gradual transition is demonstrated by Frame #2275 (Figure 14c ) only, without any redundancy. Frame #2190 in Figure 14c extracted from the wavelet video presents less scene overlapping compared to #2242 in Figure 14b selected from the common video. Additionally, an apparent content change presented by Frame #594 in Figure 15c from the wavelet video is missed in Figure 15b , indicating that the key frame selection by SRRE operated on the wavelet video is of better content coverage than on the common video. Notably, within a shot, gradual transitions usually make the partition of this shot rather complex. As a matter of fact, gradual transitions can be mainly reflected by the finest scale coefficients. Fortunately, our partitioning of a shot for the wavelet video is based on the pure use of finest scale coefficients. Thus, the proposed technique driven by RE and SRRE achieves more desirable performance for wavelet videos than for common videos. It is additionally worth pointing out that, for shot and sub-shot detections, the respective employments of coarsest and finest scale coefficients lead to a better efficiency than the use of both types of wavelet coefficients. Lastly, but also importantly, because wavelet-based compressed video data can be easily obtained and used in many application scenarios, our effort in using RE and SRRE for wavelet video sequences is obviously beneficial to the wide deployment of the proposed key frame selection approach. 
A Discussion on Dealing with Wavelet Video by RE and SRRE

Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown, by extensive experimentation, that the relative entropy (RE) and square root of RE (SRRE) perform very efficiently and effectively as measures for evaluating the distance between video frames, both on common and on wavelet video sequences. Based on the distances obtained, the extreme Studentized deviate (ESD) test and the proposed adaptive correction have proven their success in locating shot boundaries. We have also demonstrated that our method using SRRE is more suitable than RE for key frame selection in videos with small content changes. Our proposal of applying the coarsest and the finest scale coefficients, respectively, for shot and sub-shot detections has been proven to faithfully extract key frames from wavelet videos. Besides, our use of RE and SRRE for wavelet video sequences facilitates key frame selection on videos with gradual transitions. Finally, our technique can provide key frames at multiple scales, so that the balance between the redundancy and compactness offered by these key frames helps understand the video contents soundly and quickly.
Several improvements will be carried out in the future. Some measures that can be calculated faster will be explored to compute the distance between video frames. For instance, the maximum mean discrepancy [41] may be exploited for this goal. Image structure [42] can be taken into consideration for the distance calculation of video frames. Visualization and visual analytics [43] on multiscale key frames will be developed to ease the video browsing.
